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GENERAL INFORMATION 
 

CONDITIONS OF SALE: The sale will be held subject to the Conditions of 
Sale recommended for use at markets by the Livestock Auctioneers’ 
Association for England and Wales. 
 

INSURANCE: We recommend that all purchasers and vendors take 
Insurance to cover their respective risk.  Contact H&H Insurance Brokers 
for more information – 01228 406290 or email: info@hhib.co.uk 
 

METHOD OF SALE: All payments are to be made in £ pounds sterling. 
Payment will be due in full at the final bid in respect of the Lot sold plus all 
associated costs, buyers premium, plus VAT (value added tax) if 
applicable.  
Each Lot will be sold in pounds sterling (£) and a buyers’ premium of 5% 
(plus VAT) will be added to the bid price 
 

The following methods of payment are accepted: 
    I.  Debit card 
    II.  Business Credit card only but will incur a surcharge of 2% 
    III.  Direct bank transfer 
    IV.  No Cash or Cheque 
 

COMMISSIONS: The Auctioneers will dutifully execute commissions to 
purchase for buyers upon receipt of written instructions. 
 

REGISTRATIONS: All stock in the sale are registered with the Irish Moiled 
Cattle Society. 
 

SETTLEMENT OF STOCK: The Purchaser must be registered with H&H 
Ltd prior to bidding (pre-registered) and pay for all Lot(s) purchased 
immediately at the close of sale. No Lot or Lots shall be moved from the 
sale yard or the vendors holding until payment has been received.  
The liability will remain with the vendor until the purchaser receives 
the Lot(s), at this point title of the goods will be transferred to them.   
The movement/haulage of purchased animal(s) will be agreed between vendor 
and purchaser.  The purchaser will have 24 hours following delivery to satisfy the 
soundness of the animal(s).   
Any disputes from the sale of animals to be notified to the auctioneers within 24 
hours of arrival along with a veterinary certificate to justify any faults. 

 
FURTHER INFORMATION REGARDING THE SALE  

PLEASE CONTACT THE SALES TEAM 
 

Glyn Lucas: 07711 610255   
Sales Office:  01228 406200/406230 



List of Vendors 
 
Baxter, A    [Beauty Hill]    8, 16, 17 
Meadow Brook Farm, 45 Strahulter Road, Newtownstewart, Omagh, BT78 4ED 
 
Boyle, Mr R S   [Beechmount]    13, 14, 15 
1 Masonic Avenue, Millisle, Co Down, BT22 2 BW 
 
Edwards, Mr N   [Curraghnakeely]    1, 2, 26 
Ballyreagh, Tempo, Co Fermanagh, BT94 3EH 
 
Edwards, Mr W   [Ballyreagh]    18, 20, 21 
69 Carn Road, Ballyreagh, Tempo, Co Fermanagh, Northern Ireland, BT94 3AG 
 
Gannon, Mr T   [Sandyhill]     3, 4 
Sandyhill, Charlestown PO, Co Sligo, Republic of Ireland, 
 
Maxwell, C&R   [Magheratimpany]   11, 12 
52 Tierenamara Road, Keady, Co Armagh, BT60 3JA 
 
McCloskey, Mr & Mrs G  [Meencraig]    6, 9 
40 Cam Road, Macosquin, Coleraine, Co Londonderry, BT51 4PX 

 
N & M Moilies   [Burren]     5, 19, 24 
118 Cullenramer Road, Dungannon, Co Tyrone, BT70 1SF 
 
O'Kane, Mr B   [Ravelglen]     10, 23, 28 
28 Lisnamanny Road, Martinstown, Ballymena, Co Antrim, BT43 6QH, 

 
Smiley, Mr S   [Glassdrummond]    22, 27 
64 Glassdrummond Road, Ballynahinch, Co Down, BT24 8TW, 
 
Steen, Mr D J   [Ballylinney]    25 
Coxhill Farm, Old Carlisle Road, Moffat, Dumfriesshire, DG10 9QN 



SENIOR FEMALE 30 MONTHS AND OVER 
 

LOT  N Edwards  
1  Curraghnakeely Pandora 0466 EX93-2 4623 (PP) (UK945299304667) 

(Registered) SINGLE  23 Apr 2017  
Sire: Curraghnakeely Mr Cherry VG86 gs: Derrynagarra Victor VG88 (3391 (PP)) 
 (3811 (PP))    gd: Glassdrummond Cherry 48th EX92 (2937 (PP)) 

Dam: Curraghnakeely Pandora 4th EX90 gs: Curraghnakeely Thomas (3401 (PP)) 
 (3806 (PP))    gd: Curraghnakeely Pandora 2nd (3396 (PP)) 

 

Service Details: Served around 20/04/22 by BALLYKNOCK TORO. Scanned in 
calf.  
 
Docility score 3. Not halter broke. 
Export: will be TB tested before the sale and will be fully exportable to GB, 
however as this animal is in calf and with the new export BVD legislation 
released in mid-July this animal will not qualify for export to ROI as there was 
not a blood sample took before she went in calf. 
Vaccinated for BVD, IBR & Lepto.  
The vendor will give as much help as possible to the purchaser with the 
transport after the sale. 
CURRAGHNAKEELY PANDORA is a 4th calving cow coming with her 5th calf. 
This cow is one of the biggest in the herd and rears a great calf each year. Her 
heifer calf this year will be retained in the herd.  
Classified as EX93 points in June 2022. An exceptional cow with great breed 
character.  
 
  



LOT  N Edwards  
2 Curraghnakeely Bluebell 0482 EX91 4891 (PP) (UK945299304822) 

(Registered) SINGLE  03 Mar 2018  
Sire: Latton Shun    gs: Derrynagarra Vagabond  (3579 (PP)) 
 (4481 (PP))   gd: Latton May GP82 (2802 (PP)) 
Dam: Curraghnakeely Bluebell 1st  gs: Pennielea Pandarus VG89 (3054 (PP)) 
 (3501 (PP))   gd: Knowehead Belle  (2866 (PP)) 

 
Service Details: Served 01/05/22 by BALLYKNOCK TORO. Scanned in calf.  
 
Docility score 2. Not halter broke. 
Export: will be TB tested before the sale and will be fully exportable to GB, 
however as this animal is in calf and with the new export BVD legislation 
released in mid-July this animal will not qualify for export to ROI as there was 
not a blood sample took before she went in calf. 
Vaccinated for BVD, IBR & Lepto.  
The vendor will give as much help as possible to the purchaser with the 
transport after the sale. 
CURRAGHNAKEELY BLUEBELL is a 3rd calving cow classified EX91 in June 2022. 
This cow has 3 daughters and 1 granddaughter retained in the herd. This cow 
was awarded 3rd prize in the very large class of non-haltered cows in the 
online Irish Moiled Cattle Show 2022.  
 
LOT  T Gannon  
3 Sandyhill Ellie  5356 (PP) (372218321060943)  

(Registered) SINGLE  24 Oct 2019  
Sire: Newbridge Darragh   gs: Pennielea Puma  (2139 (PP)) 
 (2684 (PP))   gd: Pennielea  Phyllis  (2143 (PP)) 
Dam: Sandyhill Bambi   gs: Ravelglen Owney  (3386 (PP)) 
 (4516 (PP))   gd: Sandyhill Elsa  (3965 (PP)) 

 
Service Details: AI’d 05/02/22 to WAIKATO ALISTER IM6025.  
 
SANDYHILL ELLIE is a mainly white in calf heifer.  
Weighing 520kg 
Docility score 2  
 
  



LOT  T Gannon  
4 Sandyhill Pearl  5587 (PP) (372218321040958)  

(Registered) SINGLE  13 Feb 2020  
Sire: Gortluchra Shamey-Boy  gs: Ballyshanny Big Hugh  (2356 (PP)) 
 (3704 (PP))   gd: Gortluchra Lori GP81 (3202 (PP)) 
Dam: Sandyhill Elsa    gs: Neadon Lochlan  (2095* (PP)) 
 (3965 (PP))   gd: Sandyhill Molly  (2815 (PP)) 

 
Service Details: AI’d 28/01/22 to MACMANN CROCKER IM2253.  
 
SANDYHILL PEARL is a nicely marked in calf heifer.  
Weighing 520kg  
Halter tied. 
Docility score 2 
 
LOT  N & M Moilies  
5 Curraghnakeely Bessie 0556 GP 5562 (PP) (UK945299305566) 

(Registered) SINGLE  23 Mar 2020  
Sire: Latton Rick EX92-2   gs: Derrynagarra Vagabond  (3579 (PP)) 
 (4480 (PP))    gd: Latton Grace  (3478 (PP)) 
Dam: Curraghnakeely Bessie 0440 GP83 gs: Glassdrummond Victor EX92 (2931 (PP)) 
 (4527 (PP))    gd: Curraghnakeely Bessie 5th  (4113 (PP)) 
Breeder: Mr N Edwards 

 
Service Details: Served 01/06/22 by CLANDEBOYE SHERIDAN. Scanned in calf.  
 
Docility score 3. Not halter broke. 
Export: will be TB tested before the sale and will be fully exportable to GB, 
however as this animal is in calf and with the new export BVD legislation 
released in mid-July this animal will not qualify for export to ROI as there was 
not a blood sample took before she went in calf. 
Vaccinated for BVD, IBR & Lepto.  
The vendor will give as much help as possible to the purchaser with the 
transport after the sale. 
CURRAGHNAKEELY BESSIE is a 1st calver, her heifer calf is for sale later in the 
sale as a separate lot. This animal is a strong young cow that will mature into 
a heavy weight cow of the breed. 3rd prize Intermediate heifer non-haltered 
section in the Online Irish Moiled Show.  
 



INTERMEDIATE FEMALE - 14 MONTHS + 
 

LOT  Mr & Mrs G McCloskey  
6 Meencraig Maureen 2  5804 (PP) (UK949119504341)  

(Registered) SINGLE  27 Apr 2020  
Sire: Ravelglen Christy   gs: Glenmaquin Blossom 4 EX93-2 (3392 (PP)) 
 (4644 (PP))   gd: Ravelglen Annie May EX90 (2019 (PP)) 
Dam: Glassdrummond Cherry 100  gs: Strawpark Cavalier VG86 (3092 (PP)) 
 (4361 (PP))   gd: Glassdrummond Cherry 20th EX93 (1742 (D)) 

 
Service Details: Ran from 01/06/22 to 18/08/22 with RAVELGLEN KANE. 
Scanned approx. 5 months in calf on 11/09/22.  
 
Not eligible for export to ROI.  
 
MEENCRAIG MAUREEN 2 will be TB tested prior to sale. Transportation costs 
to be covered by the purchaser. Animal is 3 on the docility scale and currently 
isolated from the rest of the herd. Maureen 2 was placed 2nd in the recent 
online show in the unhaltered, Intermediate Heifer class. Lightly halter 
broken prior to the sale and is also from the Glassdrummond and Ravelglen 
bloodlines.  
 
LOT    
7 WITHDRAWN 

 
  



LOT  A Baxter  
8 Beauty Hill Kathy  5741 (PP) (UK965207407604)  

(Registered) SINGLE  30 May 2021  
Sire: Atlantic High-Tide   gs: Dungallia Jack The Lad  (4695 (PP)) 
 (4836 (PP))   gd: Gortluchra Macmann  (4655 (PP)) 
Dam: Beauty Hill Dolly G76  gs: Beauty Hill Brigadier EX93 (3475 (PP)) 
 (4098 (PP))   gd: Strawpark Abigail  (2624 (PP)) 

 
BEAUTRY HILL KATHY is a maiden heifer with lovely temperament. Stands 
well, has good locomotion and is fully halter trained. She displayed good calf 
vigor and is one who just gets better and better. Out of one of the herd’s 
oldest cows who calves yearly giving us heifers year on year. Just a lovely 
animal to work with.  
Docility scale 2. 
Eligible for export to Republic of Ireland.  
 
 
LOT  Mr & Mrs G McCloskey  
9 Meencraig Teresa 2  5795 (PP) (UK949119504455)  

(Registered) SINGLE  01 Jun 2021  
Sire: Ravelglen Christy   gs: Glenmaquin Blossom 4 EX93-2 (3392 (PP)) 
 (4644 (PP))   gd: Ravelglen Annie May EX90 (2019 (PP)) 
Dam: Glassdrummond Orchid  gs: Strawpark Cavalier VG86 (3092 (PP)) 
 (4367 (PP))   gd: Yarningale Stefani J.A Germanotta  (3209 (PP)) 

 
 
MEENCRAIG TERESA 2 will be TB tested prior to sale. Transportation costs to 
be covered by the purchaser. Animal is 3 on the docility scale and currently 
isolated from the rest of the herd. Has not been running with the bull. Eligible 
for export to ROI. Lightly halter broken prior to the sale and is also from the 
Glassdrummond and Ravelglen bloodlines. 
 
  



LOT  B O'Kane  
10 Ravelglen Violet  5726 (PP) (UK912031810245)  

(Registered) SINGLE  10 Jun 2021  
Sire: Ravelglen Ruben VG88  gs: Ravelglen Cal EX91 (4174 (PP)) 
 (4895 (PP))   gd: Ravelglen Shelly EX94-2 (3738 (PP)) 
Dam: Ardcroagh Viley VG88  gs: Ardcroagh John  (3769 (PP)) 
 (4809 (PP))   gd: Ardcroagh Viola  (3864 (PP)) 

 
RAVELGLEN VIOLET is a very stylish heifer with great locomotion. Legs and 
feet are excellent with a sharp Moilie head. Sired by multi prize winning bull 
Ravelglen Ruben VG88. Docility score 2. Halter trained. This would make an 
excellent soundation heifer from good milky lines. Shows herself well with a 
great show presence. Eligible for export to GB and Republic of Ireland.  
 
LOT  C&R Maxwell  
11 Magheratimpany Milly  5772 (PP) (UK 918129503044)  

(Registered) SINGLE  14 Jun 2021  
Sire: Ravelglen Rodan  gs: Curraghnakeely Pokemon VG85 (4440 (PP)) 
 (5159 (PP))  gd: Ravelglen Sarah  (4434 (PP)) 
Dam: Ravelglen Thelma  gs: Glenmaquin Blossom 4 EX93-2 (3392 (PP)) 
 (4894 (PP))  gd: Ravelglen Aggie EX90 (2862 (PP)) 

 
MAGHERATIMPANY MILLY is a lovely quiet heifer, she is lightly halter broken 
and showing great potential. Milly is a naturally reared heifer with plenty of 
growth, style and quality. Ravelglen Rodan (sire) was lightly shown as a senior 
bull in 2021 gaining 2nd at Balmoral and Reserve Champion Intermediate in 
the Irish Moiled Online Show. Ravelglen Thelma (dam) was lightly shown as a 
junior heifer placing 1st and Reserve Champion at Saintfield Show 2019. Milly 
is from a small herd situated in Co Armagh, she would be perfect for 
someone coming into the breed or a great addition to an established herd. 
Eligible for export to Republic of Ireland.  
 
  



LOT  C&R Maxwell  
12 Magheratimpany Molly  5773 (PP) (UK 918129503055)  

(Registered) SINGLE  16 Jun 2021  
Sire: Ravelglen Rodan  gs: Curraghnakeely Pokemon VG85 (4440 (PP)) 
 (5159 (PP))  gd: Ravelglen Sarah  (4434 (PP)) 
Dam: Ravelglen Louise  gs: Glenmaquin Blossom 4 EX93-2 (3392 (PP)) 
 (4870 (PP))  gd: Ravelglen Aggie EX90 (2862 (PP)) 

 
MAGHERATIMPANY MOLLY is a great block of a heifer showing plenty of 
growth, style and show potential. She is lightly halter broken and easy to 
work with. She is from a great line of growth.milky cows all naturally reared 
from a small herd situated in Co Armagh she would be perfect for someone 
coming into the breed or a great addition to an established herd. Ravelglen 
Rodan (sire) was lightly shown as a senior bull in 2021 gaining 2nd at Balmoral 
and Reserve Champion Intermediate in the Irish Moiled Online Show. Eligible 
for export to Republic of Ireland.  
 
 
 
LOT  R S Boyle  
13 Beechmount Luna 2  5716 (PP) (UK933018210472)  

(Registered) SINGLE  18 Jun 2021  
Sire: Ballylinney Harry 1628 EX93 gs: Glassdrummond Tom 10 EX93 (3349 (PP)) 
 (4492 (PP))   gd: Ballylinney Harriet VG85 (3158 (PP)) 
Dam: Knowehead Luna EX92-2 gs: Curraghnakeely Simply The Best EX91 (3225 (PP)) 

 (4740 (PP))   gd: Glassdrummond Lily 12th VG89 (1998 (D)) 

 
BEECHMOUNT LUNA 2 is lovely quiet young heifer with great show potential. 
Placed 2nd at Castlewellan Show in a very strong class of young heifers. 
Exceptional breeding.  
Docility score 2.  
Will be export eligible at time of sale.  
 
  



LOT  R S Boyle 
14 Beechmount Cherry  5717 (PP) (UK933018210483)  

(Registered) SINGLE  20 Jun 2021  
Sire: Ballylinney Harry 1628 EX93  gs: Glassdrummond Tom 10 EX93 (3349 (PP)) 

 (4492 (PP))    gd: Ballylinney Harriet VG85 (3158 (PP)) 
Dam: Glassdrummond Cherry 39 EX91 gs: Hillview Tom EX92 (2195 (PP)) 
 (2705 (PP))    gd: Glassdrummond Cherry 23rd  (1939 (D)) 

 
BEECHMOUNT CHERRY is a lovely heifer with great conformation and great 
show potential. From the highly sought after Cherry bloodline.  
Docility score 2.  
Will be export eligible at time of sale.  
 
 

JUNIOR FEMALE - UNDER 14 MONTHS 
 

 
LOT  R S Boyle 
15 Beechmount Charlie  5935 (PP) (UK933018210564)  

(Registered) SINGLE  25 Sep 2021  
Sire: Ballylinney Harry 1628 EX93 gs: Glassdrummond Tom 10 EX93 (3349 (PP)) 
 (4492 (PP))   gd: Ballylinney Harriet VG85 (3158 (PP)) 
Dam: Mourne Charlie VG86  gs: Beauty Hill Drumnahoe  (3956 (PP)) 
 (5550 (PP))   gd: Mourne Charlotte  (4256 (PP)) 

 
BEECHMOUNT CHARLIE is a very quiet, traditionally marked young heifer. 
Walks well on the halter, would be ideal for someone wanting to show for 
the first time.  
Docility score 2.  
Will be export eligible at time of sale.  
 
  



LOT  A Baxter 
16 Beauty Hill Klass  5852 (PP) (UK965207407755)  

(Registered) SINGLE  04 Oct 2021  
Sire: Atlantic High-Tide   gs: Dungallia Jack The Lad  (4695 (PP)) 
 (4836 (PP))   gd: Gortluchra Macmann  (4655 (PP)) 
Dam: Glassdrummond Tulip 27  gs: Oakport Eclipse  (3972 (PP)) 
 (4592 (PP))   gd: Glassdrummond Tulip 16th VG86 (3124 (PP)) 

 
BEAUTY HILL KLASS is a maiden heifer with a lovely temperament. Fully halter 
trained. She is a class act with a wonderful temperament and is traditionally 
marked. For such a young heifer she showing great promise, walks well and is 
easily fleshed, a star of future.  
Docility scale 2. 
Eligible for export to Republic of Ireland.  
 
LOT  A Baxter 
17  Beauty Hill Kool  5911 (PP) (UK965207407803)  

(Registered) SINGLE  22 Oct 2021  
Sire: Atlantic High-Tide  gs: Dungallia Jack The Lad  (4695 (PP)) 
 (4836 (PP))  gd: Gortluchra Macmann  (4655 (PP)) 
Dam: Beauty Hill Idol  gs: Beauty Hill Brigadier EX93 (3475 (PP)) 
 (5260 (PP))  gd: Tyrone Milly  (4636 (PP)) 

 
BEAUTY HILL KOOL is a young maiden heifer with a good body depth. Stands 
well, has good locomotion and is halter trained. She displays a great 
temperament. Although under a year she has great growth vigor for her age. 
Her dam is a stylish cow with a deep body and is easily fleshed she looks good 
all year round. Both her dam and gdam are joint 30th on the list of 5* females 
in the main section of Irish Moiled Herdbook.  
Docility scale 3. 
Eligible for export to Republic of Ireland.  
 
  



LOT  W Edwards 
18 Ballyreagh Lily 6757  5996 (PP) (UK945006367573)  

(Registered) SINGLE  05 Dec 2021  
Sire: Waikato Alister EX91  gs: Clandeboye Duncan  (4139 (PP)) 
 (5004 (PP))   gd: Waikato Alice 14  (4947 (PP)) 
Dam: Ballyreagh Lily 6703 VG86 gs: Latton Shun  (4481 (PP)) 
 (4890 (PP))   gd: Ballyreagh Lily 6673 VG85 (4156 (PP)) 

 
Docility score 2. Halter broken and leading very well, been to 2 shows and has 
been led by multiple people, most notably used in the young handlers class at 
the N.Ireland National and Online Virtual Show.  
Export: will be TB tested before the sale and will be fully exportable to GB & 
ROI 
Vaccinated for Blackleg, BVD & IBR.  
The vendor will give as much help as possible to the purchaser with the 
transport after the sale. 
BALLYREAGH LILY will be weaned from its mother around the time of the 
sale.  This is a special calf, a daughter of the bull Waikato Alister. This is the 
1st female for sale by Alister. Alister’s offspring completely dominated the 
youngstock classes around the show circuit in N.Ireland this year.  
This calf was crowned calf Champion of a large entry of calves at the 
N.Ireland National Show by judge Trevor Chadwick of Co Galway, chairman of 
the cattle section at Tullamore show.  
This calf was awarded 2nd place in the heifer class of the Online Irish Moiled 
Cattle Show 2022.  
 
  



LOT  N & M Moilies  
19 Curraghnakeely Bessie 0608  5956 (PP) (UK945299306082) 

(Registered) SINGLE  06 Feb 2022  
Sire: Ardfert Jackal EX92   gs: Curraghnakeely Timbuck  (2496 (PP)) 
 (5761 (PP))    gd: Ardfert Dazzler  (3410 (SP)) 
Dam: Curraghnakeely Bessie 0556 GP gs: Latton Rick EX92-2 (4480 (PP)) 
 (5562 (PP))    gd: Curraghnakeely Bessie 0440 GP83 (4527 (PP)) 
Breeder: Mr N Edwards 

 
Docility score 2. Halter broken and leading very well for very limited work.  
Export: will be TB tested before the sale and will be fully exportable to GB & 
ROI 
Vaccinated for Blackleg, BVD & IBR.  
The vendor will give as much help as possible to the purchaser with the 
transport after the sale. 
Genomics: This is a 4 star female.   
CURRAGHNAKEELY BESSIE will be weaned from its mother around the time of 
the sale. Dam is also for sale earlier in the sale.  
 
 
LOT  W Edwards  
20  Ballyreagh Ruby 6770  5997 (PP) (UK945006367702)  

(Registered) SINGLE  11 Mar 2022  
Sire: Ardfert Jackal EX92 gs: Curraghnakeely Timbuck  (2496 (PP)) 
 (5761 (PP)) gd: Ardfert Dazzler  (3410 (SP)) 
Dam: Ballyreagh Ruby 6733 VG85 gs: Gortnatiobratan Beirti EX90 
(4785 (PP)) 
 (5556 (PP)) gd: Clandeboye Lorraine GP82 (4938 (PP)) 
 
Docility score 2. Halter broken and leading very well for very limited work.  
Export: will be TB tested before the sale and will be fully exportable to GB & 
ROI 
Vaccinated for Blackleg, BVD & IBR.  
The vendor will give as much help as possible to the purchaser with the 
transport after the sale. 
Genomics: Genetic evaluation not through yet but this animal is predicted to 
be a 5 star.  
BALLYREAGH RUBY will be weaned from its mother around the time of the 
sale.  



LOT  W Edwards  
21  Ballyreagh Pandora 6771  5998 (PP) (UK945006367713)  

(Registered) SINGLE  12 Mar 2022  
Sire: Curraghnakeely Emperor  gs: Castledale Maurice 2 EX94 (4138 
(PP)) 
 (5473 (PP)) gd: Gortnatiobratan Frances 3 EX90 (4392 (PP)) 
Dam: Latton Eve VG85 gs: Gortnatiobratan Beirti EX90 (4785 (PP)) 
 (5082 (PP)) gd: Curraghnakeely Pandora 0461  (4690 (PP)) 
 
Docility score 2. Halter broken and leading very well. 
Export: will be TB tested before the sale and will be fully exportable to GB & 
ROI 
Vaccinated for Blackleg, BVD & IBR.  
The vendor will give as much help as possible to the purchaser with the 
transport after the sale. 
Genomics: Genetic evaluation not through yet but this animal is predicted to 
in the 3 star category.  
BALLYREAGH PANDORA will be weaned from its mother around the time of 
the sale. A very stylish calf not be to missed.  
 
 
  



LOT  S Smiley 
22 Glassdrummond Cherry 126  6007 (PP) (UK939051925406) 

(Registered) SINGLE  18 Mar 2022  
Sire: Curraghnakeely Masterpiece EX93 gs: Ravelglen Owney  (3386 (PP)) 

 (4830 (PP))   gd: Curraghnakeely Sylvia The First EX94-2 (3584 (PP)) 

Dam: Glassdrummond Cherry 47th EX92 gs: Hillview Tom EX92 (2195 (PP)) 

 (2935 (PP))   gd: Glassdrummond Cherry 20th EX93 (1742 (D)) 
 
GLASSDRUMMOND CHERRY 126 is a correct young heifer from the 
Glassdrummond Cherry cow family with many highly classified animals in her 
pedigree. Her dam is Cherry 47 EX92 and gdam being Cherry 20 EX93, the 
cow used as the cover for the breed standard. On the paternal side her sire is 
Curraghnakeely Masterpiece EX93, both his dam and gdam have been 
classified EX94 with both these cows having won numerous breed 
championships with N&M Moilies. Cherry 126 has been TB tested on 13th 
September has part of the whole herd test.   
Not available to export to the Republic of Ireland due to new BVD 
regulations.  
Docility score 2.  
 
LOT  B O'Kane 
23  Ravelglen Emerald 385  6012 (PP) (UK912031810385)  

(Registered) SINGLE  06 May 2022  
Sire: Woodbine Casper EX97 gs: Tully Jack EX92-2 (3345 (PP)) 
 (4918 (PP))   gd: Glassdrummond Lily 18 VG88 (2256 (SP)) 

Dam: Ravelglen Emerald 2 EX90 gs: Ravelglen Cal EX91 (4174 (PP)) 
 (5389 (PP))   gd: Ravelglen Emerald EX91 (3980 (PP)) 
 
RAVELGLEN EMERALD is a very strong, well-muscled heifer. Great locomotion 
and square frame. Sired by Woodbine Casper EX97 Balmoral and multi show 
champion. Dam, Ravelglen Emerald EX90, is a prize winning cow from a very 
sought after line. Halter trained. Docility score 2. Will grown into an excellent 
cow and would be a great starter heifer. Eligible for export to GB and 
Republic of Ireland.  
 

  



INTERMEDIATE BULL - 1-2 YEARS 
 

LOT  N & M Moilies  
24 Curraghnakeely Rojo  5713 (PP) (UK945299305802)  

(Registered) SINGLE  26 Feb 2021  
Sire: Waikato Alister EX91 gs: Clandeboye Duncan  (4139 (PP)) 
 (5004 (PP))   gd: Waikato Alice 14  (4947 (PP)) 
Dam: Glassdrummond Cherry 58 EX95-2 gs: Dunbar Adam  (2551 (PP)) 
 (3252 (PP))   gd: Glassdrummond Cherry 41 EX93-2 
(2661 (PP)) 
Breeder: Mr N Edwards 
 
Docility score 2. Halter broken and attended 4 shows.  
Export: will be TB tested before the sale and will be fully exportable to GB & 
ROI 
Vaccinated for BVD & IBR.  
The vendor will give as much help as possible to the purchaser with the 
transport after the sale. 
Genomics: 5 star maternal and 2 star terminal.   
CURRAGHNAKEELY ROJO is out of the Glassdrummond Cherry 58th cow, 
classified at EX95 points, the highest classified cow in the breed. Rojo 
performed well at the shows he attended, collecting 3x 1st prizes and 1x 2nd 
prize. He was also crowned Junior Champion at Ballymena Show.  
The youngstock of Waikato Alister dominated the youngstock classes around 
the N.Ireland Show circuit in 2022.  
Rojo was awarded 1st prize in the junior haltered bull class in the Online Irish 
Moiled Show 2022.  
 
 
  



LOT  D J Steen 
25 Ballylinney Oscar 1928  5813 (PP) (UK582059701928)  

(Registered) SINGLE  22 May 2021  
Sire: Ballylinney Owney 1803 VG88 gs: Ravelglen Owney  (3386 (PP)) 
 (5000 (PP))   gd: Ballylinney Agatha 1600  (4095 (PP)) 
Dam: Ballylinney Cherry 1757 GP84 gs: Donardgrange Super Star EX 91 
(3813 (PP)) 
 (4714 (PP))   gd: Glassdrummond Cherry 52nd VG86 
(3082 (PP)) 
 
BALLYLINNEY OSCAR handles very easily on the halter and has been shown.  
Docility score of 2. BVD tested. Transport to UK & Ireland can be arranged. 
 

JUNIOR BULL - UNDER 1 YEAR 
 

LOT  N Edwards 
26 Curraghnakeely Prudence  5948 (PP) (UK945299306071)  

(Registered) SINGLE  05 Feb 2022  
Sire: Curraghnakeely Dandy 0505  gs: Latton Rick EX92-2 (4480 (PP)) 
 (5227 (PP))   gd: Curraghnakeely Daisy 1st EX90 (4111 
(PP)) 
Dam: Curraghnakeely Penny-Lee 0454 EX92 gs: Knowehead Reuben VG88 
(3609 (PP)) 
 (4561 (PP))   gd: Pennielea Perdue GP83 (3643 (PP)) 
 
Docility score 2. Halter broken and leading very well.  
Export: will be TB tested before the sale and will be fully exportable to GB & 
ROI 
Vaccinated for Blackleg & BVD.  
The vendor will give as much help as possible to the purchaser with the 
transport after the sale. 
Genomics: 5 star replacement and 5 star terminal and a bonus that this calf is 
out of a high type classified cow family.  
A lovely soft fleshed calf with a good coat of hair and excellent conformation. 
Weighed 250kg at 6 months old = ADLWG of 1.22kg per day. 
CURRAGHNAKEELY PRUDENCE was awarded 1st place in the haltered bull calf 
class and won Reserve Champion haltered calf in the Online Irish Moiled 
Cattle Show 2022.   



LOT  S Smiley 
27 Glassdrummond Maestro 2549  6006 (PP) (UK939051925491) 

(Registered) SINGLE  26 Mar 2022  
Sire: Curraghnakeely Masterpiece EX93 gs: Ravelglen Owney  (3386 
(PP)) 
 (4830 (PP)) gd: Curraghnakeely Sylvia The First EX94-2 (3584 (PP)) 
Dam: Glassdrummond Cherry 114 VG87 gs: Ballylinney Harry 1628 
EX93 (4492 (PP)) 
 (5118 (PP)) gd: Glassdrummond Cherry 46 GP84 (2880 (PP)) 
 
GLASSDRUMMOND MAESTRO is a quiet, well-shaped young bull from the 
successful Glassdrummond Cherry cow family. His dam Cherry 114, who has 
been classified VG87 as a second calver, is out of Ballylinney Harry EX93. His 
sire, Curraghnakeely Masterpiece EX93, is from the very successful 
Curraghnakeely Syvia cow line with multiple show winners in the back 
pedigree. Maetro 2549’s full brother won breed champion at Lurgan Show 
2022 with Brain O’Kane, Maestro 2549 has been TB tested on 13th September 
has part of the whole herd test.   
Not available to export to the Republic of Ireland due to new BVD 
regulations.  
Docility score 3.  
 
LOT  B O'Kane 
28 Ravelglen Joe  6023 (PP) (UK912031810352)  

(Registered) SINGLE  05 Apr 2022  
Sire: Kilmoyle Titan  gs: Ballylinney Tom - Boy  (4497 (PP)) 
 (5483 (PP)) gd: Knowehead Beauty  (3827 (PP)) 
Dam: Ravelglen Josie VG87 gs: Dungallia Taurus  (4775 (PP)) 
 (5399 (PP)) gd: Ravelglen Shelly EX94-2 (3738 (PP)) 
 

RAVELGLEN JOE is a strong April born calf out of Ravelglen Josie VG87 who 
won Reserve Champion Balmoral Show 2022. This calf has excellent 
locomotion, a great frame and square back end. Very docile and halter 
trained. Has the making of a good quality bull. Eligible for export to GB and 
Republic of Ireland. Docility score 2. Testicles well developed for age.  
  



AUCTIONEER’S TERMS & CONDITIONS OF SALE 
(Incorporating the Auctioneer’s Terms and Conditions) 

 
6.The bidding will take place in pre-set increments, the highest bid at the close 
of the auction will secure the lot, subject to vendors reserve being achieved 
and is seen to be binding. 
 

7.The Purchaser must be registered with H&H Ltd prior to bidding (pre- 
registered) and pay for all Lot(s) purchased immediately at the close of sale. 
No Lot or Lots shall be moved from the vendors holding until payment has 
been received. The liability will remain with the vendor until the purchaser 
receives the lot(s), at this point title of the goods will be transferred to them. 
 

8. All payments are to be made in £ pounds sterling. Payment will be due 
in full at the final bid in respect of the lot sold plus all associated costs, 
buyers premium, Including VAT (value added tax) if applicable. 
Each Lot will be sold in pounds sterling (£) and a buyers’ premium of 5% (plus 
VAT) will be added to the bid price 
The following methods of payment are accepted 

I. Debit card 
II. Business Credit card only but will incur a surcharge of 2% 
III. Direct bank transfer 
IV. No Cash or Cheque 

 

9. All statements in the catalogue at the time of sale along with the correct 
identification of the animals are the entire responsibility of the Vendors. The 
Auctioneers take no personal responsibility for the correctness of such 
statements or identities. 
 

10. All statements in the catalogue relating to any veterinary or other tests are 
to be taken as statements of fact only. No such statements shall guarantee the 
purchaser of any animal against loss arising from the subsequent reaction of 
such animal to any test administered after the sale and the Vendors shall not 
be liable in any way should this occur. 
 

11. The sale is held subject to the Conditions of Sale for the Livestock 
Auctioneers’ Association for England and Wales. 
 

12. No undertaking by the Auctioneers or their servants to take charge of any 
Lot or Lots after the sale or to forward them to their destination shall be held to 
impose upon the Auctioneers any legal obligation or vitiate any of these 
Conditions. 
 

13. In as much as the Auctioneers act as agents for a disclosed principal they 
shall not be considered personally responsible for any default on the part of 
either purchasers or vendors and the remedy shall be against them only and 
not against the Auctioneers. 

 


